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COMPANY

The Secret of Liberty
We at LPT are having great success. Our early
competitors have largely disappeared and those
still around are scaling back. We, on the other
hand, are hiring. And growing. How did Liberty

Parts Team get to be top dog in this industry? This
issue of Service Edge will address this. We will look
at the different departments of the company and
the excellences they display.

Stability through Integrity

MAN AG E ME NT

DAVID K REINKE, CEO

In a volatile industry LPT has had the benefit of the leadership of a single
CEO. David K. Reinke has been involved in this industry for 29 years, beginning as vice president of sales at Prototype Design, and soon after creating what would soon be the industry leader, Parts Now! Inc. Five years
after selling it, Reinke created LPT.
“To succeed in printer parts is pretty simple,”Reinke says. You need
quality parts, an efficient organization and technical expertise. The hard
part is maintaining a team that can deliver all this. This is our achievement
at LPT."
"We have an extremely low turnover rate, which makes for overall evenness in operations and high customer satisfaction,” he says.
To be the best in quality, support and service has been CEO Reinke's
constant aim. To deliver consistent quality he accumulated a highly experienced staff and created for them an efficient infrastructure. Not stopping
there, he armed customers with knowledge by offering them the most experience account reps and tech support providers, not to mention the
only print newsletter of its kind.

A Note from our General Manager
STEPHANIE STEIN
GENERAL MGR

Customer satisfaction continues to be our number one priority here at LPT.
Your happiness is our success! Both our sales and service teams work very
hard at maintaining our quality standards to ensure we are offering the
highest level of products and services for our valued clients. Should you
have any questions or comments please direct them to me or Customer
Service Manager Elyse Birkett.
Stephanie Stein
General Manager

ELYSE BIRKETT
CUSTOMER SERVICE MGR
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Expertise
Your LPT account executive knows you, your company and the printers you are servicing. He can answer technical questions and guide you
to the right part. In terms of experience, LPT sales has no match. Seventeen years in the industry is the average. Our most senior rep is Dan
Cassidy, who started in 1992. Ken Wagner, Joe Lalley and Gonzo Casas
all started in 1995. Kas Schafer, Bruce Davis and Richard Jordan are in
their 20th year.

TOP: MIKE, KAS, GONZO, BRAD, DANA.
BOTTOM: JESSE, RICHARD, BRUCE, DAN, COLLEEN

SALES

We are fortunate to have with us Kenny Wagner and Joe Lalley, both
of who left Parts Now after its assets were purchased by lmi. Both started
selling parts in 1995 and joined Liberty this summer. “I’m impressed with
Liberty’s emphasis on the remanufacturing process and the quality of the
finished product," Wagner says. "Liberty’s parts inventory levels, shipping accuracy, operations, and procedures are a perfect fit for me and
have given me the opportunity to get back to doing what I do best.”
“At Liberty the entire operation is in one building, which means better
communication and cooperation," Lalley says. "It’s a family work environment and a great place to work.”

LPT'S NEWEST REPS
KENNY WAGNER & JOE LALLEY
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Knowledge
Tech Support at LPT are pros with more than 20 years experience in
this industry. Free to all customers.
To expedite your call, please be able to tell us what, when and for
how long the problem has been happening, as well as tests and repairs attempted.

T E CH
SUP P ORT

Efficiency
Not only a leading supplier of OEM parts, Liberty Parts Team is the
largest and best printer parts remanufacturer in the US. Time-honored
procedures, the great experience of the production staff and management — nine years on average — and the logistical benefits of working
from one location have made this a reality. The department is under
the helm of 25-year veteran Duane Winkelman.

PRODUCTION
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ME CH AN I CAL
RE BU I LD

PRINTER
REMANUFACTURING

Our fuser and mechanical rebuild departments feature a staff
of 23 under the supervision of
Duane Winkelman, who first entered the industry in 1991. Many
LPT technicians have been rebuilding for more than 10 years,
some as many as 15 years.
LPT reps who worked for
other companies in this industry
have said how much they appreciate having the fusers rebuilt in
house.

Eddie Karlslyst has been in
the printer field since 1995 and
is joined by Greg Kastenmeier,
who comes to Liberty Parts from
gps, which was a major printer
remanufacturer before its acquisition by LMI.
LPT is producing remanufacted printers like never before.
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Q UALI TY
CO NTROL

PACKAGI N G

PART-OUT

Every part we rebuild at Liberty Parts Team is tested and
inspected. The most experienced technicians in the company — 17 years on average
—do this important work. We
print test sheets
Quality control has been at
the heart of the Reinke method
since 1989.

Using state-of-the-art foampacking machines, our packagers make sure even large
and awkward parts are ready
for safe transportation. They’ve
been working in printer parts
for nine years on average.

Salvaging parts from used
printers saves tons of metal
and plastic from our landfills
while providing customers refurbished alternatives to new
parts. Our part-out crew has
22-years of experience on average.

SERVICE EDGE is the quarterly laser printer tech bulletin of Liberty Parts Team Inc.
Editor-in-Chief: David K. Reinke; Editor: Robert Reinke
©2016 Liberty Parts Team, Inc.
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Attention to Detail
IN V E N TO RY
SH IP PI N G
RE CE IVI N G

Maintaining a conscientious staff of shippers, RMA processors and inventory handlers helped LPT achieve a satisfaction
rate of 99.9%. That is the percentage of satisfaction that the
ordered part arrived on time and performed as expected. This
group has six years on average with LPT, ensuring stability and
reliability. LPT Inventory Control Manager Bill Fitzgibbon has
been managing printer parts inventories since 1995.

$10 MILLION IN PRINTER PARTS: OEM, REMANUFACTURED, AFTERMARKET

READY FOR
SHIPPING

RECEIVING
& RMA
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Foresight

P URCH ASI NG

You rely on your vendor’s inventory. LPT prides itself on its
comprehensive stock of printer parts, as much as $10 million
worth. Our purchasing department's knowledge, organization
and knack for anticipation helps make our inventory one you
can depend upon. Liberty has added key personnel to make
this area of our company even better. Dave Bruns, formally with
Parts Now, and Heidi Brehm, from Global Printer Services,
come with 20 years experience each.
“Good communication and being nimble and decision-driven are the core of printer parts purchasing,” Bruns says. “The
experience Heidi and I have informs our planning and handling
of the day-to-day needs of the company.”

DAVE BRUNS, HEIDI BREHM

NICOLE LEVENICK

L P T I S BUYI NG TH E FO L LOWING CORES CONTACT HEIDI@LB RTY.COM
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P.N.
RM1-1082
RM1-4554
RM1-0013
RM1-6274
RM1-2763
RM1-0101
RM1-7395
RM1-1289
RG5-7060
RM1-8808
RM1-0715
RG9-1493
RM1-8395
RG5-5750
RM2-6308

DESC
4250/4350
P4015/4515
4200
P3015
3600/3800
4300
M4555
1320
5100
M401/M425
1300
1200
M601/M602/M603
9000
M604/M605/M606

P.N.
RM1-3131
RG5-5063
RG5-7691
RG5-2661
99A2423
40X7743
40X4418

DESC
4700
4100
5550
4000
LEXMARK T520/T522
LEXMARK M5155/MS810
LEXMARK T650/X651E

OTHER CORES
RG5-1852
RG5-4334
Q2440B
Q2438B
RG5-4357
RG5-1874

5SI/8000 PIU
8100/8150 PIU
4250/4350 500 SHT FEEDER
4250/4350 ENV FEEDER
8100/8150 LVPS
5SI/8000/8100 DEL ASM
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Ingenuity
Every company needs great IT. Liberty's Shawn Heil, aided
by Justin Zhe, our new operations data specialist fresh from Parts
Now (shown below), has big plans for 2017.

IT
JUSTIN ZHE
OPERATIONS DATA SPECIALIST

Creativity

MARK E TI N G

LPT produces literature and materials to ease the daily tasks of
the printer service tech.
This newsletter offers troubleshooting schemes for hard-to
troubleshoot printer problems. Complex repairs are simplified
with step-by-step instructions, complete with color photographs.
Our website, lbrty.com, has service manuals and tech articles,
past issues of Service Edge, part numbers and interactive color
diagrams.
We publish a fuser chart and a quick reference guide, and offer
a repetitive defect ruler.
These add up to a great benefit for our customers.

FIRST IN PARTS
HP & LEXMARK PRINTER PARTS
(OEM, REMANUFACTURED & 3RD-PARTY)
OKI, SAMSUNG, BROTHER (OEM)
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INDUSTRY NEWS

As E-book Sales Decline, Digital Fatigue Grows
Limitations of e-reading devices and
“digital fatigue” are cited as causes
of decline in sales of the format
By Jim Milliot | Jun 17, 2016
(Reprinted with permission)

for trade publishers fell 14% in 2015 compared
to 2014 and accounted for 20% of overall trade
book revenue, down from 23% in 2014. Going
beyond AAP’s member publisher sales performance, the Codex Group’s April 2016 survey of
4,992 book buyers found that e-book units purchased as a share of total books purchased fell
from 35.9% in April 2015 to 32.4% in April 2016.

Though various sources have reported a decline in e-book sales for traditional publishers in
2015 compared to 2014, no one has come up
with a clear reason for the drop. To gain some insight into the trend, the Codex Group devoted a
recent survey of book buyers’s shopping preferences to looking more deeply into the question.
The book market has taken a different path
from the music and home video markets, where
research from industry associations shows that
consumers continued to increase digital spending last year (with digital reaching record revenue
share levels of 70% and 59%, respectively, for
2015).

The Codex survey includes e-books published
by traditional publishers and self-publishers and
sold across all channels and in all categories.
In light of the April study results, Codex president Peter Hildick-Smith believes that the book industry’s experience with digital sales differs from
that of music and video because of two factors.
First, electronic devices are optional for reading
books (unlike for listening to music or watching
video), and the current range of e-book reading
devices—including smartphones, tablets, and
dedicated e-readers—has not delivered the quality long-form reading experience needed to supplant print, even with e-books’ major price and
Preliminary figures from the Association of convenience advantages. Second, Hildick-Smith
American Publishers found that sales of e-books said, a new consumer phenomenon, “digital fa-
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tigue,” is beginning to emerge.
Device Limitations

The reading devices that first ignited the ebook category—dedicated e-readers such as
Nook and Kindle—still remain the most important factor affecting e-book reading and sales.
Though only 34% of book buyer households own
e-book readers, they are still the dominant factor
in e-book consumption, having been used for
an average of 55% of the total time spent reading the most recent e-book read by respondents.
Dedicated e-reader owners also purchased 59%
of e-book units bought by respondents in the

month. In contrast, tablets, owned by 66% of
book-buying households, were used for only
28% of e-book reading time, while smartphones,
with the highest penetration among book buyers
(73%), accounted for only 12% of e-book reading
time.
The challenge going forward, Hildick-Smith
pointed out, is that dedicated e-reader owner-

ship has been stagnant for the past three years,
and the devices are increasingly being retired.
Only 50% of dedicated e-reading devices were
used by respondents to read e-books in the week
prior to the survey, and less than one-third of the
devices were used to purchase an e-book in the
prior month. Tablets and smartphones are not
picking up the slack, with only 52% of tablets and
26% of smartphones being used for e-book reading in the week prior to the survey.
The Codex survey also found that though book
buyers stated they spent almost five hours of daily
personal time on screens, 25% of book buyers,
including 37% of those 18–24 years old, want to
spend less time on their digital devices. Since
consumers almost always have the option to read
books in physical formats, they are indicating a
preference to return to print. In the April survey,
19% of 18-to-24-year-olds said they are reading
fewer e-books than when they started reading
that format, the highest percentage among all
age groups. Overall, 14% of book buyers said
they are now reading fewer e-books than when
they started reading books in the format, and
59% percent of those who said they are reading
fewer e-books cited a preference for print as the
main reason for switching back to physical books.
The share of print books purchased was also the
highest among the heaviest screen users, the socalled digital natives, ages 18–24 (83%), and lowest (61%) among 55-to-64-year-olds.
Unless the e-reader device market is recharged
with lower-price, higher-quality options, HildickSmith expects that consumers tiring of their digital-device experience will have further digital fatigue, leading to continued e-book sales erosion.

LPT

NEW FUSER CHARTS AND
QUICK REFERENCE GUIDES IN STOCK!
CALL AND GET YOURS TODAY.
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